Abstract
Introduction
Many of the available camera motion estimation algorithms that use feature correspondences can be roughly categorised into statistical or algebraic methods. The statistical methods typically define the likelihood function for given noise models and involve non-linear optimisation methods. For example, [ 11 and [7] involve minimisation of the distance between feature points and reprojected points for the estimated motion and structure in a least-squares sense. This optimal method is of course computationally expensive and inherits the problems of initialisation and convergence from the minimisation techniques used. On the other hand, the algebraic methods do have fast, linear solutions for two [l 13, three [6] and four [3] views. Some other linear methods for multi-frame motion estimation are [SI, [8] where structure and motion are solved for simultaneously using a factorisation technique based on using rank constraints. However the estimation accuracy of such methods is significantly reduced by the presence of noise in the data.
In this paper we describe two methods that overcome the above mentioned limitations. Both the techniques we describe make efficient use of the existing redundancy of information in a sequence to derive fast and accurate motion estimates. These methods are based on the observation that an N image sequence is parametrised by N -1 independent motions, but there exist as many as image pairs in this sequence, each of which provides a constraint on the global motion. Consequently, we have an overdetermined system of equations. In the rest of this paper we shall develop methods to exploit this information redundancy for motion estimation.
Our first method can be intuitively described using a threedimensional rotation model although the same can be applied to 2 0 image motion models as well. For an N frame sequence, the global motion can be described by N -1 rotations. In a typical sequence, we can compute many more relative rotations between image pairs (upto a maximum of which is typically much larger than N). Due to the presence of noise, the composition constraint on these twoframe motions (ie. &j = RjkRki) will not be satisfied, ie. individual two frame motion estimates will not be "consistent" with each other. Given these motion estimates, we can now find a best-fit global motion model of N -1 rotations.
As a result, we have a highly redundant system of equations that can be solved linearly to derive accurate global motion models. The inherent advantage of such a technique is that it effectively "averages" the various two-frame relative motions and thereby reduces the error due to any single pair. The second method described in this paper directly combines the two stages of the first method into one algorithm. Each image pair provides two-view algebraic (ie. epipolar) equations that can be parametrised by N -1 motion models. This enables us to use an optimisation method that combines the redundant set of algebraic constraints across all image pairs and gives a solution with high accuracy. Since the use of epipolar constraints eliminates solving for the three-dimensional structure of the feature points, we greatly reduce the dimensionality of the search space, resulting in faster algorithms.
In Section 2 we describe our two-stage "linear fitting" method for motion estimation. Section 3 describes the results of applying this method to motion estimation and camera calibration for real image sequences. In Section 4 we describe our second "direct estimation" method that combines the multiple two-view algebraic constraints and also characterise the performance of our methods.
Linear Fitting for Motion Estimates
In this section we develop our first solution for multi-frame motion estimation. For N images, there exist N -1 motions that we want to estimate. We denote the motion between frame i and the reference frame as Mi, and the relative motion between two frames i and j as M i j . Hence we have the relationship Mij = Mj Mi-'. This relationship captures the notion of "consistency", ie. the composition of any series of transformations between frames i and j should be identical to M i j . However, due to the presence of noise in our observations, the various transformation estimates would not be, consistent with each other. It may be noted that in Eqn. 1, we are not required to use every pairwise constraint to get a solution. For extended sequences, there is seldom any overlap between frames well separated in time, therefore their relative two-frame motions cannot be estimated. However we can still get a consistent solution as long as we have more than N -1 relative motions. This is a crucial difference between our algorithm and the factorisation based methods of [9] and [8] where points are required to be tracked throughout the entire sequence or the camera calibration method described by [5] which requires the estimation of the relative motion between every image pair. It may also be emphasised,that our linear fitting method requires a set of relative motions and is independent of the method used to obtain these estimates. Therefore in principle we can use any method (ie. feature correspondences, flow or direct methods) for estimating the relative motions. It may be also noted that the individual motion estimates can be computed independently, ie. in parallel.
Rotation Estimation
In this subsection we describe the linear least squares solution for estimating three-dimensional rotation. Here the consistency relationship for rotations is Rij = R j R i -' . The error in individual relative rotations is modeled by a rotation about an arbitrary axis. This is represented by the matrix Rerror, hence The linear solution can be stated as follows :
However, since rotation matrices are constrained to SO(3) whereas any linear method will result in a solution in R9 we have to rewrite the linear solution using a quaternion representation of rotations (g = {go, g1,92, 9 3 ) ) . The reader is referred to [4] for details on the quaternion representation. 
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Proof: We assume a uniform, Gaussian distribution for the rotation error, w . This implies that the rotation errors are about axes that are randomly oriented and that the magnitude of the rotation error angle has a Gaussian distribution. Since the norm of a quaternion is 1, by carrying out the multiplication in 9, we have C i , j l l E i j l 1 2 = '&l]WijJ12-Hence the least squares error of Equation 6 is the Maximum Likelihood Estimate.
Translation Estimation
In the case of translation estimation, the consistency equations will be of the form T i j = T j -Ti. However for two frames the inter-frame translation estimates are known only upto a scale factor (ie. we know only the translation direction, t i j ) . Hence we have equations of the form t i j = X i j ( T j -R i j T i ) where X i j ' s are unknown scale factors. However we can utilise the cross-product relationship, t j j x ( T j -R i j T i ) = 0. This cross-product constraint can also be described as [ t i j ] ( T j -R i j T i ) = 0.
Hence we have a linear system of equations that can be solved to estimate the translations between different frames and the reference frame. An interesting outcome of such a method is that the linear system of equations enables us to recover three-dimensional translations from only the heading directions! We model the error in translation direction estimation by a small rotation of the true translation direction, ie. &j = R e r T o r t i j where RerToT is a Small rotation represented by w . Here the rotation axis represented by w has to lie in the subspace orthogonal to t i j . Similar to our assumption for rotation error, we assume that the error in translation direction is modeled by rotation vector w that is uniform, Gaussian distributed in the subspace orthogonal to t i j . Therefore, the least squares solution results in unequal weighting of the error terms. While this solution may be sufficiently accurate, we can further refine the solution by an iterative, weighted least squares method as described below.
Using a first-order Taylor approximation for rotation
For notational convenience, we will drop the subscripts ij. An indicates the weights at iteration n. For the above iterative scheme we have empirically observed that convergence is achieved in about 3 -4 iterations. Hence the additional computational load is insignificant. Also at step n in the iterative scheme defined above, the least squares error is
At the minimum of the objective function after convergence, we have the condition A" = A"-'. This implies that
I\@wij))
= l l~i j ) )~. Therefore, the least square error is identical to the error attained by the optimal solution. 
Applications
The method described in the preceding sections is quite flexible and can be applied to a wide variety of scenarios.
Since we are able to compute 3D rotation and translation, our techniques can be applied to computing 3D motion, camera calibration and also estimating the structure of the scene being viewed. In this section we provide real examples of motion estimation and camera calibration to illustrate the performance of our method.
3D Motion Estimation
In essence our algorithm uses the same information that a standard two-frame method uses but combines the many possible constraints to improve estimation. To characterise the improvement in performance obtained, we use data sets for which ground truth is available so as to be able to quantitatively characterise the improvement obtained. An empirical comparison of our method is shown in Section 4.1. Here we illustrate the results on the familiar CASTLE sequence for which ground truth data is available.
To solve for the inter-frame rotation and translation directions, we compute the essential matrices between different images in this sequence using the eight-point algorithm [2] and decompose these matrices into the corresponding rotations and translation directions. Thereafter the global motion models are computed by linear fitting as described in the preceding sections. The errors in rotation and translation direction estimation are shown in subfigures (b) and (c) of Figure 1 . We compare the performance of our algorithm with a baseline method which computes the relative motion between each frame and the reference frame (ie. frame 1). Thus any improvement in performance over the baseline method is directly attributable to the exploitation of information redundancy by our method. We can see a significant gain in performance of our method (indicated in dotted line) over the baseline method (indicated in solid line). The comparison of the recovered translation scale with the ground truth is shown in (d) and can be seen to be quite accurate (It is not possible to compute the translation scale in the baseline case).
In this example we can observe that our algorithm significantly improves performance by efficiently exploiting the available data redundancy. We would also like to point out that this is a particularly difficult sequence for linear methods to work on given the large errors in the individual two-frame estimates (as can be seen from the baseline errors). However, our method affords significant improvement in performance inspite of the fact that its input values are estimates that are significantly erroneous. Intuitively, the accuracy of our method can be explained by the fact that the individual errors between image pairs have different orientations. Since our methods combines these estimates, these individual errors are "averaged" in the parameter space resulting in greater accuracy.
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Camera Calibration
The above analysis had assumed a calibrated camera. However we can use our rotation fitting method to also compute the camera calibration parameters. We will illustrate our method using homographies although it can apply equally well to the case of epipolar geometry described by the essentiavfundamental matrices. When the scene being viewed is planar, the relationship between feature correspondences across images can be described by a collineation [5] , pi cx Gijpj, where pi and pj represents the projections of feature points on images i and j and Gij represents the collineation between the two images. Further if the camera calibration is represented by a matrix K, the collineation is related to the inter-image homography by the relationship, Gij cx KHijK-'. Now for a given calibration matrix K, we can extract the various homographies. In turn these homographies can be decomposed into rotation-translation pairs. We use the method described by [lo] for this purpose. In general the decomposition results in two possible motion representations which are mutually indistinguishable. However given the many image pairs, it is possible to select the correct rotation-translation decompositions by looking for the best possible consistency over various subsequences. Thus the two-fold ambiguity due to the homography decomposition can also be easily resolved. Consequently, we can extract the various inter-frame rotations Rij in this manner.
The set of inter-frame rotations extracted forms the basis for our calibration method. It may be observed that using an incorrect calibration matrix will introduce errors in the homographies estimated from the collineations (since H = K-'GijK). This in turn implies that the rotation matrices extracted will also be erroneous. Consequently, the set of erroneous rotation matrices will result in a bad global fit, ie. a large residual error for the Maximum Likelihood Estimate described in Section 2.1 (&llwij112).
Thus the residual error for rotation fitting can be used as an objective function for camera calibration estimation.
.
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We summarise the above as follows. For a given estimate of camera calibration, the homography matrices are obtained and the rotation matrices are obtained and disambiguated. Thereafter a global fitting of the rotation matrices is carried out and the residual error for this fit is the objective function. Using this objective function the camera parameters are estimated by means of standard minimisation routines.
In our experiments we used the data set described in [5] (See Figure 2) . Point correspondences obtained from 4 images of a building facade (planar) are used to compute the camera parameters. Since the location of the principal point does not have a significant impact on the reconstruction accuracy, we focus on estimating the focal length for this set of images. We fix the principal point at the image center and carry out an optimisation for the focal length. We obtain a focal length estimate of 687 which is in excellent agreement with the result of 678 pixels reported in [5] for the same data set. Optimising over 3 parameters, ie. focal length and the 2 and y co-ordinates of the principal point results in very similar results. The objective function for camera focal length is shown in Figure 2 (b) and the solution obtained is indicated by an arrow. The accuracy of the estimated focal length using only 4 images illustrates the efficacy of our method in estimating camera calibration and the three-dimensional motion of the sequence.
Direct Estimation of Motion Parameters
In the algorithms described above we have used a two-stage process. Firstly, image data is used to compute the motion parameters and subsequently these motion parameters are "averaged", ie. the process of averaging the various estimates takes place in the parameter space. In this section we develop an alternative method which exploits the available information redundancy by directly computing the motion parameters while using the multiple algebraic constraints provided by the different image pairs available in a sequence.
If we consider the image pair (i, j ) the algebraic (epipolar) constraint is given by However we note that the relative rotation and translation between images i and j can be parametrised in terms of the global motion model. In other words, we can rewrite the motion parameters as By combining Eqn. 14 and 15, we can derive an objective function for global motion estimation that exploits all possible epipolar constraints. This can be rewritten as Here the minimisation is over the global motion parameters, R = { R~, -~-, R N } and 7 = { T~, . . . , T N } '. Thus by combining the epipolar constraints from all possible image pairs, we avoid preferring a reference frame. In contrast to two-frame methods, our method exploits a high degree of redundancy since we have upto constraints for estimating N -1 motion models. This averaging of the errors in the various epipolar constraints resulting in a more accurate motion estimate. In contrast with the use of reprojection error for solving for structure-from-motion (henceforth referred to as the reprojection method), the epipolar constraints are obtained by eliminating structure. This results in a large reduction of the dimensionality of the search space.
Eg., if we use 5 images and 20 feature correspondences, our direct optimisation method uses a search space of 24 dimensions, since we solve for (5 -1 =) 4 global motion models that consist of 3 rotation and 3 translation parameters each. In contrast, the reprojection methods uses (20 x 3 =) 60 additional unknowns to represent the three-dimensional structure of the points resulting in an 84 dimension space over which the objective function is optimised. While our method is obviously sub-optimal (by dint of the elimination of the structure variables), it affords the advantage of a reduced dimensional search space thus allowing for faster algorithms, This is especially important in the case of a large number of feature correspondences being used.
Experimental Evaluation
In this subsection we describe the experiments used to empirically evaluate our two methods described above ,and compare them with the reprojection method. In each trial run, we generate a sequence of 5 images of 20 points each. The scene consists of 20 points randomly located within a 60" field-of-view. The camera is subjected to random rotations and translations. White Gaussian noise of different levels is added to the projected image points. In our experiment we are interested in comparing the performance of both our algorithms with that of solving for structure-frommotion using reprojection error as an optimisation metric.
Since our methods do not use the three-dimensional structure in solving for the motion as opposed to the reprojection method we define a new baseline for comparison. For a baseline comparison, we solve for the motion of the 'For notational convenience, we shall call this method the direct optimisation method.
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. camera using reprojection error but use the known threedimensional structure instead of solving for it as an additional unknown. In other words we use the optimal reprojection error metric but solve only for the camera motion using a known structure. As a result, this baseline method establishes a lower bound since neither our algorithms nor the reprojection method can perform better than this bound Figure 3 shows the performance of the three methods at different noise levels. We represent the root mean square value of the rotation error, error in translation direction and the computational load for each method. All values shown are the median values for 50 trials. We choose to show the computational load of each method alongwith its performance since this would constitute a more accurate characterisation of each method instead of just comparing accuracy. An accurate estimate that is computationally expensive is not always desirable compared to a faster, suboptimal one. Both optimisations (ie. our direct optimisation method and the reprojection method) are implemented using MATLAB'S implementation of Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares minimisation. While one can improve the performance of these optimisation routines by exploiting their special structure, we believe that the current computational values are a fair reflection of the comparative performance of these methods.
2
As can be seen in Fig. 3 (a) , the rotation estimates obtained *It must be noted that this baseline method is defined for comparison purposes only since in practice we will seldom have knowledge of the real three-dimensional structure.
show that while the reprojection method is somewhat better for low noise levels than our algorithms, all three of them are virtually indistinguishable for moderate or high noise values. On the other hand, one significant difference that is observed in the case of translation estimation (Fig. 3 (b)) is that the reprojection method is substantially better than either of our methods. This difference is attributable to the fact that both of our methods work by eliminating structure from the projection equations and solve for camera motion only. This process of elimination results in biased estimation of the camera translation directions. While this is a limitation of our method in comparison to the global optimisation method using reprojection error, we note the significant difference in computational load as observed in Fig. 3 (c) . Our linear estimation method of Section 2 has a fixed computational load and is orders of magnitude lower than than of the reprojection method (on the average its less than 1% of the load of the reprojection method). Similarly, the computational load of our direct optimisation method is about 10 times smaller than the reprojection method. This difference in computational load would be more pronounced if one were to use more images and more feature points.
It may also be noted that for moderate and high noise levels, the computational load for the reprojection method is bounded by the maximum limit that we set for the optimisation routine, otherwise it would take even longer to converge. In other words we should use our algorithms to solve for the camera motion when we have limited computational time available, ie. in the case of real-time systems where there are hard time constraints. In fact when the time constraints are severe, our linear method should be used since
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it guarantees a solution in a fixed, known amount of time.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced two methods for computing the motion between images of a sequence. Both of our methods efficiently exploit the information redundancy of pairwise motions to give accurate estimates for the motion of the entire sequence. In comparison with non-linear methods, our methods are extremely fast and result in accurate motion estimates. Algorithms similar in spirit have also been developed for 2D image motion models and show improved accuracy but are not described here due to space constraints.
